Chirp-Edge Hub
The Chirp-Edge Hub
The heartbeat of the Chirp system
With Chirp-Edge, you position the Hub by your exit or at the exact
location that you don’t want products being taken beyond. If a
tagged product come too close to the Chirp-Edge Hub then the
Tag will alarm until it is deactivated using the Chirp Remote

Basic Features and Setup
Setting up the Hub only takes a few minutes. There is a single
cable on the Hub which is the power cable. Simply plug this in to
the nearest 240v power supply and within a few seconds the Hub
is active.
The Hub has a small dial on its side which will adjust the range of
the Hub from 1m - 5m.

Adjuster Dial

Ceiling Mount

The hub has a standard tripod mount thread on its base if you
want to mount the Hub on the ceiling or wall.

Different Setups or Scenarios
Single Entrance Store
In its most straightforward setup, you can position
Chirp-Edge above your entrance/exit. Any tagged product
that comes too close the exit will alarm until the Tag is
deactivated using the Chirp Remote.
Chirp Edge is small and discreet and won’t clutter your
storefront. It’s also ideal for more temporary arrangements
such as pop up stores, outside events, or markets.
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Chirp-Edge
Hub (cont)
The Hub
(cont)
Protect a building with multiple exits
If your building has multiple exits then you simply
require additional hubs - one hub per exit. You can have
unlimited Tags communicating with Hubs and there is no
limit to the size of the building.

Open fronted store
It’s with an open-fronted store design that Chirp-Edge
really comes into its own. It’s coverage is up to 5 metres in
diameter, so you could easily cover the whole span of a
20 metre opening with only half a dozen hubs.

20 metres

Position multiple Chirp-Edge hubs at your
store exit to cover the entire open front.
The hubs can easily be ceiling-mounted to
provide a discreet and uncluttered
installation.
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